
Automated Valet® There is only one! 

How Does it work? 



To open and activate the ticket the valet 
greeter scans the barcode on the ticket. This 
gives it a time-stamp and it appear s on the 

“Arrival Board”.  

Scan Ticket   Scan VIN 

By scanning the VIN, the AVPM® system 
will decode the year, make and model of 

the car. 

The color coding method makes it very easy to 
understand all the arrivals/departures times and 

any problems can be addressed quickly. 



Garage Access 
Control Unit 

 The valet jockey will drive car to garage; scan valet ticket on garage 
access control unit and the AVPM® system will take a picture of the 

driver and attach to valet ticket.  

*AVPM® offers garage access control units specially designed for valet parking operations; our 
devices are outdoor rated, durable and will ensure you that only authorized personnel and 

vehicles are granted access into the garage. 



AVPM®  damage control camera system takes 
360° pictures and up to 30 frames per camera. 

Damage Control 

Camera System 

Easily identify pre-existing 
damage and print a vehicles 
history report with pictures 

on-demand. 



Valet Parking Apps 

Damage Control Pictures  

Valet Parking Apps 

Data Entry  

Damage control pictures are also available when using our 
valet parking apps from any iPhone/iPod device. 

After parking the vehicle valet jockey can 
easily enter vehicle/guest data from their 

handheld devices. 



Vehicle/guest data can be entered through AVPM® PC application. Our system is fully integrated 
with touch screen monitors for fast data entry and provides a clutter less work environment by 

eliminating the need for a key board/mouse. 



AVPM® offers powerful tools to prevent our customers from paying false claims. All damage 
data entry will be saved in our system forever. 

With AVPM® you can have unlimited damage entries per ticket; from many angles inside and 
out of the car to lend credibility to your case. 



Once the vehicle is parked and the information is entered to the system, the key room 
attendant will hang the key on the board to finalize the entry process. 



To expedite the vehicles delivery process; once the guest is ready to leave, they can send a text 
message, call or send an email to the AVPM® system to advance request their vehicle.  

The valet attendants can reply back with a 
custom preset message to the guest.  

 
This system feature is available from the  

AVPM® PC application and valet parking apps. 



 
Other AVPM® system options that can expedite the delivery process are: 

Pay Stations and Self-Serve Kiosks that automate the payment collection process.  
 

Self-Serve Kiosks Pay-on-Foot Stations 

Credit Card 

Cash & Credit Card 

If revenue control is what you are looking for;  
You should definitely consider these major revenue control tools. 



If the guest prefers to request their vehicles in person:  
With AVPM® you have the option to use handheld devices or Cashier fee computers. 



AVPM® Hybrid and Hosted systems work this way: 
After the ticket has been paid… 

  

The guest will receive the car and the AVPM® 
system will record all transactions including how 
long the wait was, who brought it up and exactly 
when the vehicle is delivered. 

Valet Receives Vehicle Request 

 

Valet Accepts Vehicle Request 

Valet Completes Vehicle Delivery 



 AVPM® PC application system works this way: 
 After the ticket has been paid… 

 Dispatcher Receives Vehicle Request 

 

 Pulls Keys From Key Board 

 

  Valet Jockey Handles Vehicle Pickup & Delivery 



AVPM® has thousands of different options, hundreds of different reports, easy to use setup tools, and 
a fully functional rate table with user interface that sets us apart from other “so called” valet systems . 

 

99.9% uptime is more than a promise, we deliver the most uptime in the industry. 



Want to learn more about AVPM® other products?  
Click on the links below to get more information. 

http://automatedvalet.com/products/valet-parking-apps
http://automatedvalet.com/products/qd-up-bell-desk-valet-systems
http://automatedvalet.com/products/valet-parking-apps
http://automatedvalet.com/products/avpm-self-parking

